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Resources to Conduct Your Own PD

BER Offers Unique On Demand 
Video-Based Online PD courses

BER offers high quality online PD courses ideal for 
individual and group enrollments. Each course 
includes video clips of strategies in action and 
downloadable print resources.  
Group Discounts are available (see page 33)

ICON LEGEND
PD Resource Kit
DVD of video clips, comprehensive facilitator’s guide 
and PD print resources.

On Demand Online PD Course
Video-based online PD courses with downloadable print resources. 
Group discounts are available (see page 33).

Streaming PD Resource Kit 
Includes streaming video clips, downloadable comprehensive facilitator’s 
guide and PD resources.

PD Resource Kits

Online PD Courses

• Classroom Management & Discipline
• Differentiated Instruction
• ELL Students
• Flipped Learning
• Gifted Students
• Literacy
• Math
• Motivation and Mindset
• Physical Education

• Pre-Kindergarten
• Response to Intervention
• School Nurses
• Science
• Special Education

Occupational Therapy
Speech Language Therapy

• STEM
• World Languages

BER PD Resource Kits include everything you need 
for successful professional development – video clips 
of strategies in action, facilitator discussion guides 
and PD print resources

Choose from Dozens of Options at www.ber.org/online 

NEW!

NEW
! PD Resource Kits available with Streaming Video. See page 18 or page 30.
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Bureau of Education & Research

Marilyn Bieck

Snapshots and Thoughtshots

Insert text here that you want students to respond to with a snapshot and a 
thoughtshot. Consider using short passages from a basal reader, read aloud, 
poem, picture book, newspaper or magazine.

47

Bureau of Education & Research

Marilyn Bieck 

 Read a story and discuss the characters.  Write descriptions of the main characters.  Give examples from the story that support character traits you’ve selected. Sketch a picture of the character. 

A    
affectionate 
adventurous 
aloof 
apprehensive 
articulate 

B 
bizarre 
brave 
bright  
buffoon 

C 
callous 
conceited 
cooperative 
confident 
courageous 

D 
defiant 
dependable  
determined 
diplomatic 
devious 

E 
easy-going 
elite 
entertaining 
enthusiastic  
expert  

F 
fair 
faithful 
friendly  
forthright  G 

gentle 
generous 
good-hearted 
gregarious 
gracious 

H 
harsh 
helpful 
honest 
humble 
humorous 

I 
imaginative 
independent 
incredulous  
intelligent 

J 
jerk 
jovial  

K 
kind 
keen 

L 
lazy 
leader  
light-hearted 
long-winded  
loyal 

M 
macho 
magnetic 
meddlesome  
meek 
mischievous  

N 
noble 
nonchalant 
nurturing  

O 
obedient  
open-minded 
optimistic 
outgoing  

P 
patient 
pessimistic 
positive 
powerful  
prudent 

Q 
quarrelsome  

R 
respectful 
responsible 
roguish 
rowdy  S 

serious 
skeptic 
sophisticated 
stern 
sympathetic 

T 
team-player 
thoughtful 
timid  
troubled 
trustworthy  

U 
understanding 
unkind 
unpretentious  

V 
vain 
valiant 
vehement 
vivacious  
 W 

wacky 
wholesome 
witty  
 

X 
 Y 

youthful 
Z 
zany 
zealous  

Character Traits

Video clips in each PD Resource Kit 
were filmed in working classrooms 
with real teachers and real students. 
Instead of reading about model research-based 
strategies your teachers can see them in action.
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A Practical Approach to Classroom Management 
and Discipline, Grades K-2

Classroom Management Classroom Management

Part I: Starting the Year with Positive,  
Proactive Classroom Management Strategies

Part II: Management and Intervention 
Strategies that Promote Responsible 
Behavior and Prevent Discipline Problems

In this comprehensive set of PD Resource Kits, experienced teachers demonstrate 
practical strategies for creating and maintaining well-managed primary classrooms. 
Viewers will observe and discuss positive ways to establish a productive learning 
environment, develop responsible learners and deal constructively with misbehavior – 
from the most minor to the most challenging.

Learn how to:
zz launch a well-organized, success-filled first day of school
zz establish and reinforce foundational classroom routines 
zz use age-appropriate, high-interest strategies to increase 

respectful, responsible student behavior in grades K-2

Learn how to:
zz intervene more effectively to redirect off-task behavior
zz teach children effective problem-solving strategies 

for resolving conflict
zz enhance young students’ ability to manage their 

own behavior

“We are very appreciative 
that these were real 

grade 1 and 2 classrooms.”

– Jillayne Flanders, Principal

Part III: Strategies for Dealing with Difficult, 
Challenging Students
Learn how to:
zz use a variety of techniques to quickly de-escalate conflict 

situations and redirect student behavior
zz teach hostile students productive ways to deal with anger 
zz help difficult, challenging students gain positive control 

over their own behavior

Discount Option:

“These videos provide 
information for teachers 

that set a professional 
tone, cutting‑edge 

information and explicit 
instructions.”

– Dr. Judy Ezell, Principal

 Buy all three PD Resource Kits above and save $190 | V‑MPBD‑2190 | $695

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, 
DVD video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑MPB1D‑2190 | $295

  Also available as an On Demand Online Course for  
individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD 
video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑MPB2D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals  
or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑MPB3D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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A Practical Approach to Classroom Management 
and Discipline, Grades 3-6

Classroom Management Classroom Management

Part I: Starting the Year with Proactive 
Classroom Management Strategies

Part II: Management and Intervention Strategies 
that Keep Students On Task and Learning

Part III: Strategies for Dealing with Difficult 
and Challenging Students

This multi-faceted set of PD Resource Kits focuses on intermediate-level classroom 
management and discipline. Viewers will see and discuss teachers establishing vital 
beginning-of-the-year expectations and routines; increasing student responsibility and 
decreasing classroom disruptions throughout the school year; and dealing effectively 
with challenging student behavior in grades 3-6.

Learn how to:
zz create a powerful first day of school that sets the 

foundation for a learning-centered year
zz introduce and reinforce essential routines and 

procedures to increase students’ time on task 
zz develop classroom ruoles that more effectively guide 

students’ actions and attitudes

Learn how to:
zz intervene quickly and effectively to redirect students’ 

attention-seeking, off-task behavior 
zz develop and implement behavioral expectations 

and management routines to enhance responsible 
classroom behavior 
zz minimize conflicts by strengthening students’ 

problem-solving abilities

Learn how to:
zz implement highly effective intervention strategies that 

really work with difficult, challenging students
zz calmly avoid being drawn into power struggles while 

maintaining classroom control
zz conduct productive, problem-solving conferences with 

challenging, noncompliant students 

Discount Option:
 Buy all three PD Resource Kits above and save $190 | V‑MIID‑2190 | $695

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD 
video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑MI1D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals  
or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD 
video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑MI2D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals  
or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD 
video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑MI3D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals 
or groups. See page 33.
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A Practical Approach to Classroom Management  
and Discipline, Grades 6-12

Differentiated Instruction / MindsetClassroom Management

Part I: Starting the Year with Proactive  
Classroom Management Strategies

Part II: Strategies for Dealing with 
Challenging, Difficult Students

Filmed in classrooms, grades 6-12, these PD Resource Kits focus on how to engage 
middle and high school students in a well managed, highly productive first day of 
class; establish key classroom routines to maximize daily learning; and implement 
practical strategies for effectively addressing disruptive student behavior, including 
verbal assaults and actions that are threatening or intimidating.

Learn how to:
zz use a versatile repertoire of powerful strategies to 

respectfully and effectively deal with a wide range 
of student misbehaviors
zz remain calm and in control, even when faced with 

highly inappropriate comments and actions
zz stay out of power struggles and no-win confrontations
zz work productively with challenging students to 

resolve problems and move towards more responsible 
classroom behavior

“This is the most realistic 
video for a school to use. 

Fantastic!”

– Michael Lint, Principal

Learn how to:
zz make best use of the first day of class to set a positive 

tone and establish high expectations for student 
attitudes and behaviors 
zz establish and reinforce management routines and 

procedures to gain more time for teaching and learning
zz initiate more positive relationships with students using 

simple, straightforward strategies

“Outstanding strategies 
with ‘real‑world’ 

applications.  
A ‘must have’ for any 
inservice program.”

– Dr. Anthony D. Fredericks, 
Professor of Education

Discount Option:

“Every BER video I have used is an excellent part of my PD program. They are invaluable tools!”
– Karen Spurgion, Instructional Systems Specialist

 Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑MSSD‑2190 | $495

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑MS2D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑MS1D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for 
individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Practical Ways to Differentiate Instruction, Grades K-2

Differentiated Instruction / MindsetClassroom Management

Part I: Reaching All Learners 
Through Whole Group Instruction 
and Flexible Grouping

Students enter kindergarten through second grade with a wide range of readiness 
levels, interests and strengths. In these two PD Resource Kits, viewers will see and 
discuss primary classroom teachers using practical differentiation strategies and 
techniques to adjust instruction, materials, and activities so all students can move 
forward as thinkers and learners and meet essential learning expectations.

Learn how to:
zz infuse whole class lessons with multi-modal 

strategies to maximize student participation
zz use assessment strategies to monitor primary 

students’ skill development, conceptual 
understandings and learning preferences
zz make good use of small flexible groups to both 

support and challenge young learners

Learn how to:
zz design leveled questions, practice activities and 

assignments that more effectively engage all 
students with essential learning objectives
zz integrate effective student choice options into 

whole class lessons, small group instruction and 
individual activities 
zz provide more meaningful activities to challenge 

and stretch high achieving students

Part II: Using Tiered Assignments, 
Student Choice and Other Exemplary 
Strategies

Motivation, Mindset and Grit, Grades K-12

Discount Option:

O
N

 D
EM

A
N

D

NEW!    Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details 
(Available August)

 Stock #O‑LMW | $139 

 Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑TDP‑2190 | $495

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑TDP2‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course  
for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑TDP1‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course  
for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Practical Strategies for Differentiating Instruction, 
Grades 3-6

Differentiated Instruction / Gifted

Part II: Tiering Assignments and Tapping 
the Power of Multiple Intelligences

Differentiation is essential to meeting the range of student readiness levels and 
learning needs in grades 3-6 classrooms. These two PD Resource Kits contain a wealth 
of practical differentiation strategies. Viewers will see and discuss effective ways to 
support and challenge learners and take all students to higher levels of achievement.

Learn how to:
zz establish the four key classroom characteristics that 

facilitate differentiation of teaching and learning
zz develop more meaningful choices for independent 

practice, lesson assignments and projects
zz maximize the benefits of small, flexible instructional 

groups to scaffold and extend student learning in 
reading and math

Learn how to:
zz design leveled questions, tasks and assignments 

that give all students access to essential learning 
objectives
zz better incorporate tiered elements into 

independent centers and activities to increase 
student engagement and success
zz harness the motivating power of students’ multiple 

intelligences in more efficient, more effective ways

“Great video resources! 
The fact that the strategies were 
practical was a plus. The biggest 

benefit was to actually see the 
strategies being used.”

– Lorraine Martin,  
Director of Student Support  Services

Part I: Making the Most of Student 
Choice and Small Instructional Groups

Discount Option:

Differentiating to Meet the Learning 
Needs of Gifted Students, Grades 2-6

O
N

 D
EM

A
N

D

 Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details

 Stock #O‑GDL | $139

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, 
DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑TDI1D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course  
for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑TDI2D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑TDID‑2190 | $495
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Practical Strategies for Differentiating Instruction, 
Grades 6-12

Differentiated Instruction / P.E.Differentiated Instruction / Gifted

“Up‑to‑date video. 
Great use of multiple 

teachers and subjects. 
Makes ‘buy‑in’ easier 

for my staff.” 

– Wayne Slervrad, Jr., Principal
Part II: Using Tiered Assignments and 
Flexible Grouping

Learn how to:
zz develop tiered tasks that enable all students to address 

essential subject area concepts and skills
zz make good use of flexible grouping to enhance 

instruction and participation in the secondary grades
zz organize and facilitate a variety of classroom learning 

configurations to better meet students’ academic needs

Part I: Using Student Choice and Multiple 
Modes of Learning
Learn how to:
zz better provide students with choices that maximize their 

learning and engagement
zz create lessons that more effectively address varying 

readiness levels, interests and modes of learning, 
grades 6-12
zz design assignments that enable students to process 

information and demonstrate understanding in diverse 
and meaningful ways

This set of two PD Resource Kits contains a variety of classroom proven 
differentiation strategies with the power to transform teaching and learning 
in grades 6-12. Viewers will see and discuss secondary-level teachers utilizing 
instructional techniques that meet the needs of a wide range of students while 
maintaining a steady focus on essential learning objectives.

Discount Option:

Innovative, New Activities for Strengthening 
your Physical Education Program, Grades K-8

    Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details 
Stock #O‑PSS | $139 

NEW!

O
N

 D
EM

A
N

D

 Buy both PD Resource Kits  above and save $95 | V‑TDSD‑2190 | $495

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑TDS1D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals  
or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑TDS2D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals 
or groups. See page 33.
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Flipped Learning: Practical Classroom-Based Strategies that 
Boost Student Learning and Achievement, Grades 6-12

Maximizing the Active Participation and Language 
Learning of ELL Students Using Read Aloud, Shared 
Reading and Word Work, Grades K-5

LITERACY: ComprehensionELL Students / Flipped Learning

This high-energy PD Resource Kit demonstrates how to enhance the language and 
literacy growth of English language learners within whole group lessons. Viewers 
will see and discuss how classroom teachers  and paraprofessionals can significantly 
increase the active participation of second language learners using strategies that 
strengthen language understanding and increase motivation for learning.

Learn how to:
zz more effectively scaffold ELL students’ contributions 

during group discussions to increase their language 
competence and confidence 
zz maximize the use of key vocabulary to build 

understanding of concepts and enhance students’ 
comprehension of text
zz implement a wide variety of methods to engage 

students across a range of language levels in whole 
group literacy lessons and activities

Flipped learning is an instructional approach in which students gain basic 
understandings of concepts outside of class and teachers use class time to more 
thoroughly develop students’ content knowledge and higher-order thinking skills. 
In this PD Resource Kit, teachers from a variety of content areas in secondary school 
settings demonstrate classroom-based strategies and techniques for boosting 
student learning, developing their skills as self-guided learners and increasing student 
achievement.

Learn how to:
zz better differentiate instruction to address varying 

levels of student content knowledge
zz structure class time around activities and 

experiences to deepen students’ conceptual 
understandings and develop their proficiency with 
higher-order thinking and questioning
zz transition from a teacher-centered delivery model 

to a well-managed, student-oriented active learning 
environment

“These videos made a task that seemed impossible, very doable.”

– Beth Wilson, Teacher

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑FCG‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑EVBD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Current, Best Strategies for Teaching Reading 
Comprehension, Grades K-2

Using Word Walls to Strengthen Students’ Reading 
and Writing at the Early/Fluent Levels, Grades K-2

LITERACY: ComprehensionELL Students / Flipped Learning

Part I: Making Connections, Summarizing, and Questioning

Part II: Predicting and Inferring, Visualizing, and Determining 
Important Content in Informational Text

In this comprehensive set of PD Resource Kits, exemplary teachers demonstrate 
research-based strategies that strengthen young students’ understanding of text. 
Viewers will see and discuss how to teach six specific comprehension processes that 
are key to primary students’ ongoing literacy growth.

Learn how to:
zz maximize primary students’ connections with text to 

deepen understanding of key story elements
zz teach students a variety of highly practical strategies and 

structures for summarizing text
zz engage students in different approaches to questioning 

text in order to increase their reading and listening 
comprehension 

Learn how to:
zz engage students in interactive modeling as a powerful 

means of teaching comprehension processes, grades K-2
zz effectively use questioning to generate and sustain 

young students’ inferential thinking
zz help students transition from concrete visuals to mental 

visualizations of characters, settings and actions

This PD Resource Kit features Janiel Wagstaff demonstrating 
how to optimize the use of word walls with early/
fluent-level readers and writers.   
Learn how to:
zz use a Chunking Wall to expand students’ reading and 

writing vocabularies, approach unknown words in context 
and spell multisyllabic words
zz boost students’ retention of high-frequency words 

(and their spellings) with a Words We Know Wall
zz reinforce correct writing conventions and word usage with 

a Help Wall

Discount Option:
 Buy both PD Resource Kits  above and save $95 | V‑RMPD‑2190 | $495

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑RM2D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑RM1D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑WWFD‑2190 | $279
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Strengthening Students’ Reading Comprehension, Grades 3-6

LITERACY: Comprehension/Fluency LITERACY: Comprehension

Part I: Enhancing Explicit Comprehension Instruction

Part II: Practical Strategies That Improve Students’ 
Reading Comprehension

This set of two PD Resource Kits not only demonstrates a dynamic three-stage 
instructional framework for the teaching of comprehension processes but also 
provides teachers with a wealth of strategies to deepen students’ understanding 
of text. Filmed in intermediate grade classrooms, each kit highlights essential 
components of explicit comprehension instruction and broadens teachers’ 
repertoires of engaging comprehension strategies.

Learn how to:
zz implement a research-based instructional 

model for the explicit, effective teaching of 
comprehension processes
zz combine interactive modeling and active 

student engagement strategies to guide and 
deepen students’ thinking about text
zz ensure that all students are able to apply a 

broad range of comprehension strategies as 
they read

Learn how to:
zz use strategic questioning to strengthen and extend 

students’ ability to make inferences
zz engage students in making connections and 

visualizing text to enrich their understanding of 
characters, settings and events
zz make good use of a variety of structures and formats 

to help students summarize key information from 
their reading

“Wonderful teaching videos!  I was introduced to these videos through my work 
with the Reading Excellence Act and shared them with my local school district, 

which in turn purchased them for all the literacy facilitators to use in professional 
development.  I love having them for use in my school.”

– Lori Waller,  Literacy Facilitator

Discount Option:

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑RMA1D‑2190 | $295

     Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups.  See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑RMA2D‑2190 | $295

     Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑RMAD‑2190 | $495
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Teaching Students to Comprehend More Deeply, 
Grades 3-5

Comprehension Strategies That Help Your Struggling 
Students Be More Successful Readers, Grades 2-5

LITERACY: Comprehension/Fluency 

This PD Resource Kit focuses on strategic ways teachers can provide essential 
instruction and guided practice to help students read closely, think deeply about 
texts, and participate in thoughtful discussions. Teachers will see a variety of highly 
effective strategies and activities that can easily be implemented in any approach 
to reading instruction, grades 3-5.

Learn how to:
zz Use a variety of texts, including passages from 

challenging grade-level texts to engage students 
in reading closely for greatest understanding 
zz Implement strategic questions and tasks to 

strengthen students’ use of author’s craft and 
text structure in comprehending text
zz Maximize the power of whole class, small group, 

paired conversations and individual instruction 
to actively engage students in reading and 
responding to text
zz Increase students’ ability to draw evidence from a 

text and explain that evidence orally and in writing

The comprehension strategies demonstrated in this PD Resource Kit are helpful to all 
students, but they are especially useful to readers who struggle to construct meaning 
from text. Viewers will see Linda Hoyt, a recognized expert in the field of reading, teach 
elementary students how to approach printed material with increased competence 
and confidence. The strategies can easily be incorporated into existing reading 
instruction – in classrooms and in special programs as well.

Learn how to:
zz teach students a variety of highly practical strategies 

and structures for summarizing text
zz engage students in different approaches to questioning 

text in order to increase their reading and listening 
comprehension 
zz help students apply meaning-making strategies to both 

fiction and nonfiction material

LITERACY: Comprehension

“Outstanding strategies with 
‘real‑world’ applications. 

A ‘must have’ for any PD program.”

– Dr. Anthony D. Fredericks,  
Professor of Education

“The videos and resource guides enable us to share important information more effectively 
and quickly. Seeing the excellent teachers with students on the video is the best opportunity 

we’ve had to discuss authentic teaching/learning examples.”

– Georgia Murphy, Instructional Specialist

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑CSHD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑LCB‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Powerful Early Intervention Strategies to Help Students  
Struggling with Reading Accuracy and Fluency, Grades K-2

Powerful Early Intervention Strategies to Help Students  
Struggling with Reading Accuracy and Fluency, Grades K-2

LITERACY: Early Intervention

Early intervention focused on foundational reading skills is vital to the development 
of struggling readers in grades K-2. This PD Resource Kit demonstrates small group 
intervention strategies and techniques for improving reading accuracy and fluency 
— two key attributes of proficient readers. Viewers will see and discuss a wealth of 
strategies that can easily be implemented in any approach to reading instruction to 
help students meet grade-level reading standards.

Learn how to:
zz coach struggling readers in ways that keep them 

engaged and learning  
zz make optimum use of multi-modal activities to 

enhance students’ reading fluency and accuracy 
zz expand students’ repertoire of sight words using 

games, chants and songs 

 Early intervention plays a vital role in helping primary-age struggling readers achieve 
reading competency. This PD Resource Kit focuses on practical, easy-to-implement 
intervention strategies for strengthening children’s understanding of what they are 
reading – all in the highly supportive context of small group instruction. Filmed in 
primary grade classrooms, teachers demonstrate strategies ideal for increasing the 
comprehension of struggling readers in any approach to reading instruction.

Learn how to:
zz hone in on specific learning needs and target 

interventions for maximum comprehension growth
zz use time-efficient text introductions to give students 

a head start on comprehension 
zz coach students to greater understanding as they 

read by scaffolding them at the cutting edge of 
their learning
zz expand students’ familiarity with a range of text 

structures and features to develop their overall skills 
as readers 

“A great resource for our staff!”

– Joy Ellis,  Kindergarten/Title I Teacher

DISCOUNT OPTION
 Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑RI2‑2190 | $495

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑RIW‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑RIC‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Using Guided Reading to Strengthen Students’ Reading 
Skills at the Emergent Level, Grades K-3

Using Guided Reading to Strengthen Students’ Reading 
Skills at the Developing Level, Grades 1-3

Using Guided Reading to Strengthen Students’ 
Reading Skills at the Fluent Level, Grades 1-3

LITERACY: Guided Reading

This PD Resource Kit clearly demonstrates how emergent-level 
guided reading lessons help young students unlock the meaning 
of text. Viewers will see and discuss students engaging with 
print, increasing their sight vocabularies and phonics skills, 
and gaining fluency.

Learn how to:
zz use questions, prompts and other forms of scaffolding to 

enhance students’ literacy growth
zz introduce new texts to young readers in ways that support reading success 

and generate the use of good reading strategies
zz incorporate word work into guided reading lessons without taking away from the 

main purpose of the lesson – reading!

Guided reading is a powerful format for moving students 
beyond emergent-level skills and strategies. In this PD 
Resource Kit, outstanding guided reading teachers provide 
models, explanations and practical strategies for expanding 
developing-level students’ reading independence. 

Learn how to:
zz more closely monitor students’ literacy growth and more 

successfully coach the use of good reader strategies
zz introduce new text in supportive ways while transferring to students 

more and more responsibility for successful reading
zz expand students’ reading vocabularies, fluency and comprehension

Viewers will observe and discuss a wealth of strategies ideally suited to guided 
reading lessons for near-fluent and fluent-level readers. Within the structure of 
guided reading, skilled teachers demonstrate how to strengthen young students’ 
reading comprehension – and thinking skills – across a wide variety of text.
Learn how to:
zz use strategic questioning and engaging activities to move 

students into higher levels of thinking
zz combine small group instruction and individual coaching 

within guided reading lessons to maximize literacy growth 
zz make the most of brief, focused interactions to address 

immediate learning needs

DISCOUNT OPTION

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑RG2D‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑RG1D‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑RG3D‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

Buy all three PD Resource Kits above and save $190 | V‑RGAD‑2190 | $695
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Using Guided Reading to Strengthen Students’ 
Reading Skills, Grades 3-6

Instructional Strategies for Guided Reading that 
Enhance Students’ Reading Comprehension, Grades 3-6

Filmed in intermediate grade classrooms, this PD Resource Kit features experienced 
teachers working with guided reading groups to increase students’ literacy growth 
and deepen their understanding of text. Viewers will see and discuss how guided 
reading uniquely combines the critical attributes of small group instruction and 
one-on-one coaching to move students forward as readers.

Learn how to:
zz design guided reading lessons to better meet the 

needs of all students, from the most struggling to the 
most capable
zz make the most of quick, intensive coaching 

opportunities within the context of guided reading
zz strengthen students’ ability to think more insightfully 

about what they read

Linda Hoyt and other exceptional teachers demonstrate a variety of powerful 
instructional strategies ideally suited to guided reading lessons in grades 3-6. The 
teaching strategies featured in this PD Resource Kit focus students’ attention on 
key concepts, important details and underlying themes. They strengthen students’ 
ability to comprehend and enjoy increasingly sophisticated text.

Learn how to:
zz make optimum use of word sorts, anticipation guides 

and other powerful reading comprehension tools to 
boost students’ understanding of what they read
zz transition students’ reflection and discussion from 

lower-level recall into higher levels of thought
zz maximize the value of lesson introductions by 

activating prior knowledge and helping students 
construct connections to the upcoming text

For more information on our PD Resource Kits or  
to see sample video clips, visit www.ber.org/pdkits

“Very good research‑based information.  
Useful video clips of actual guided reading in action.”

– Reading Specialist

LITERACY: Literacy Centers / Work StationsLITERACY: Guided Reading

NEW!

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑RGSD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑RGHD‑2190 | $295

    Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Keep All Your Students Learning While You Teach  
Reading Groups: Creating and Managing Meaningful, 
Independent Literacy Centers and Activities, Grades 3-6

Maximizing the Benefits of Literacy Centers: Meaningful 
Activities that Boost Reading and Writing Skills, Grades K-3

Learn how to use literacy centers to:
zz directly reinforce essential literacy skills, grades K-3
zz provide students with engaging visual-tactile activities 

that move them forward as readers and writers
zz strengthen student independence and accountability 

for high-quality work while increasing teacher time 
for small group instruction
zz differentiate independent reading and 

writing activities

Learn how to:
zz establish centers that strengthen and enrich 

students’ ongoing literacy development (and 
don’t take lots of time to maintain)
zz involve students in meaningful, on-their-own 

content area research and reporting
zz monitor and assess students’ independent 

activities and projects in time-efficient ways

LITERACY: Literacy Centers / Work Stations

Using Literacy Centers to Strengthen 
Your Reading and Writing Program, K-3

Increase All Your Students’ Learning 
with Practical, Timesaving Work Stations 
that Work! PreK-K

    Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details

 Stock #O‑QCM | $139
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 Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details

 Stock #O‑LCH | $139

NEW!

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑RCHD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑RSDD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Using Interactive Writing to Strengthen Your Students’  
Phonemic Awareness and Phonics Skills, Grades K-1

Using Paired Reading to Help Your Students Become Better 
Readers: A Training Program for Parents and Classroom 
Volunteers, Grades 1-6

Strengthening Students’ Phonemic Awareness, 
Grades K-1

LITERACY: Paired Reading / Phonemic Awareness

This easy-to-follow PD Resource Kit takes parents and 
classroom volunteers through each step of paired reading – a 
positive practice strategy ideal for use with struggling readers.

“By far the best training video I’ve seen for phonemic awareness.”
– Pat Phillips, Associate Professor

Viewers will observe and discuss a highly effective strategy for teaching elements of 
basic literacy within the context of meaningful print. Interactive writing blends the 
strengths of language experience, shared writing and direct instruction to develop 
foundational literacy skills. 

Learn how to:
zz plan interactive writing for optimum student 

engagement and learning
zz focus attention on phonemic awareness, phonics and 

concepts of print
zz maintain a correct model while encouraging authentic 

student participation

Phonemic awareness is a powerful predictor of young children’s ability to decode 
printed text. Viewers will see and discuss kindergarten and first grade students 
participating in an array of activities and lessons that strengthen children’s ability to 
hear, differentiate and manipulate individual sounds in spoken language. In addition, 
this PD Resource Kit shows how to engage students with print in ways that further 
enhance phonemic awareness and support emerging literacy.

Learn how to:
zz make the most of rhyming and alliterative text to 

increase student awareness of sounds within words
zz help students differentiate words, syllables and 

individual phonemes in interesting and enjoyable ways
zz increase students’ ability to orally blend and 

segment words
zz effectively use classroom writing experiences to boost 

students’ phonemic awareness

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | V‑PASD‑2190 | $279

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | V‑PRND‑2190 | $195

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | V‑IWLD‑2190 | $279
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Vocabulary Strategies That Boost Students’  
Reading Comprehension, Grades 2-6

Interactive Vocabulary Strategies That Boost Student 
Learning and Achievement, Grades 6-12

LITERACY: Vocabulary

This PD Resource Kit takes you inside intermediate grade classrooms where teachers 
are using outstanding strategies to expand the reading vocabularies of their students. 
Straightforward, practical and flexible, these strategies are well suited to busy 
classroom learning programs and effective across a wide range of 
subject areas and words. 
Learn how to:
zz help students maximize their reading comprehension 

by mastering critical story and content area vocabulary
zz reduce lesson preparation time with time-efficient, multi-use 

vocabulary teaching strategies
zz engage children in fast-paced, interactive vocabulary practice

What’s NEW in Children’s Literature and 
Strategies for Using It in Your Program 
(Grades K-6) – 2018 –

Judy Freeman shares the best NEW children’s books published 
in the last year matched with a wealth of ready-to-use 
activities for ALL areas of your program.

NEW!

Directly teaching vocabulary improves reading comprehension and increases subject area 
achievement. This PD Resource Kit provides examples of teachers in grades 6-12 using 
highly engaging instructional strategies to help students commit vocabulary to long-term 
memory and deepen their understanding of course content. Easy to implement, practical 
and flexible, these strategies are well suited to the demands of secondary classrooms and 
effective across a wide range of subject areas and terms.
Learn how to:
zz incorporate effective vocabulary instruction in a 

variety of ways, ranging from opening-bell work to 
concept building
zz strengthen students’ vocabulary development using 

nonlinguistic representations, including drawing and 
graphic organizers
zz harness the power of word walls to build vocabulary, 

develop concepts and increase student achievement 
across a variety of subject areas in grades 6-12

NEW!    Streaming Video with downloadable facilitator’s guide and PD resources 

Also available as an
 On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

    Audio Seminar Stock #A‑BJ8‑2190 | $125

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑VSRD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

1 year subscription $145 | Stock #1‑VDB‑2190 • 3 year subscription $245 | Stock #3‑VDB‑2190

PD Resource Kit available in two formats:

 DVD video with printed facilitator’s guide and PD resources 
Stock #V‑VDB‑2190 | $295
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Increasing Your Students’ Reading Fluency: 
Strategies That Work, Grades 1-3

Using a Six Trait Model to Strengthen 
Students’ Writing, Grades K-2

Part I: Launching Students as Writers

Part II: Extending Students’ Writing Skills

Learn how to:
zz help young students generate a wealth of writing 

ideas in age-appropriate ways
zz guide students’ use of effective organization 

strategies for narrative and expository writing
zz launch meaningful writing instruction on the very first day of school

Learn how to:
zz expand students’ repertoire of organizational frameworks
zz help students enliven their writing with vivid and interesting words
zz teach primary-age children how to revise for traits

LITERACY: Fluency / Writing

Learn how to:
zz effectively teach components of fluent reading using 

read aloud, echo reading and choral reading
zz boost specific skills of fluency with a variety of explicit, 

focused lessons and mini-lessons
zz incorporate time-effective ways to assess reading 

fluency in grades 1-3

DISCOUNT OPTION

Word Work Strategies that Strengthen 
Students’ Reading Development, 
Grades K-2

    On Demand Online Course for 
individuals or groups. See page 33 for details 
(Available September) Stock #O‑WSL | $139O
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NEW!

 Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $163 | V‑W6BD‑2190 | $395

 PD Resource Kit with facilitator’s guide and DVD | Stock #V‑RFMD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with facilitator’s guide and DVD | Stock #V‑WLBD‑2190 | $279

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with facilitator’s guide and DVD | Stock #V‑WSBD‑2190 | $279

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.
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Enhancing Student’s Growth as Writers, Grades 2-3

Strengthening Students’ Writing Skills, Grades 6-12

Using Six Trait Mini-Lessons to Strengthen Your Students’ 
Writing, Grades 3-6

LITERACY: Writing

Learn how to:
zz direct students’ attention to the traits of effective writing 

within various stages of the writing process
zz make best use of modeling, shared writing and guided 

writing to stretch students’ growth as authors
zz engage students with strategies that maximize involvement 

and higher-level thinking

Boosting the Writing Skills of all Your Students 
with Whole Class Strategies and Routines, 
Grades 2-3

    On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. 
See page 33 for details (Available August) 
Stock #O‑WCJ | $139

Strengthening Students’ Independent Writing 
with Focused Mini-Lessons and Innovative 
Conferencing Techniques, Grades 2-3

    On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. 
See page 33 for details (Available September) 
Stock #O‑WIJ | $139

Strategies! Strategies! Strategies! 
Significantly Increase Students’ 
Writing Skills, Grades 6-12

Strengthening Your Students’ Writing Skills by Teaching 
Smarter, Not Harder, Grades 6-12

Improving Your Students’ Descriptive Writing, Grades 6-12
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 Available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups.  
See page 33 for details | Stock #O‑WDL | $139

    On Demand Online Course for individuals 
or groups.  | See page 33 for details (Available August) 
Stock #O‑WWL | $139

    On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details 
(Available September) | Stock #O‑WTL | $139

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑W6LD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Using Guided Math to Strengthen Students’ Math Learning, 
Grades K-2

Using Guided Math to Strengthen Students’ Math Learning, 
Grades 3-6

MATH: Guided Math

Learn how to:
zz focus on targeted skills and concepts in ways 

that maximize guided math lessons 
zz combine strategic questions, prompts and think time 

to move students along in their math learning 
zz make best use of manipulatives and math tools to boost 

struggling students’ understanding of math concepts

Strengthen Your Math Instruction with 
Math Strategies from Singapore, Grades K-6
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 Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details.

 Stock #O‑MSZ | $139

Guided math is a practical, small group approach that provides primary children 
with the instruction and coaching they need to develop foundational math skills and 
concepts. This PD Resource Kit clearly demonstrates how working in small, flexible 
groups with well-chosen materials and targeted strategies enables primary teachers 
to tailor mathematical learning experiences to the needs of their students. As a bonus, 
two model lessons are also included to illustrate the critical elements of guided math 
for young children.

Guided math is a versatile instructional strategy that works well with all math 
programs. In this PD Resource Kit, experienced intermediate grade teachers provide 
explanations, models, and practical strategies for implementing small group lessons 
to strengthen students’ mathematical understanding and deepen their mathematical 
thinking. In addition, model lessons are included to demonstrate the features of 
guided math that make it effective with intermediate grade students at all levels.

Learn how to:
zz provide the support and structure intermediate 

grade students need in order to understand 
more complex math concepts
zz effectively scaffold students’ mathematical 

thinking with strategic questions and engaging 
activities 
zz implement a range of materials and strategies 

to closely match lessons to learners

Discount Option

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑MGP‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑MGI‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑MGX‑2190 | $495
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Increasing Your Students’ Mastery of Addition 
and Subtraction Math Facts, Grades 1-3

Increasing Your Students’ Mastery of Multiplication 
and Division Math Facts, Grades 3-6

MATH: Math Facts

This PD Resource Kit demonstrates a wealth of highly engaging ways to develop young 
students’ proficiency with addition and subtraction math facts. Viewers will see and 
discuss primary teachers using a wide variety of effective strategies and techniques 
that help students not only master math facts but develop number sense as well. 

Intermediate grade students who have a firm grasp of math facts are better prepared 
for learning increasingly complex math concepts. This PD Resource Kit demonstrates 
a variety of highly engaging ways to develop upper elementary students’ proficiency 
with multiplication and division math facts. Viewers will see and discuss teachers 
implementing a host of practice activities to help students master math facts and 
develop an essential understanding of foundational operations. 

MATH: Guided Math

“Excellent variety of practice activities to keep students interested.”

– Bonnie Fried, Principal

Learn how to:
zz develop students’ understanding of addition and 

subtraction through teacher demonstrations, the use 
of manipulatives and kinesthetic activities
zz increase student automaticity with math facts through 

repeated practice in a variety of settings: whole class, 
partners, small groups, and individual
zz use math centers to productively engage students 

in practicing addition and subtraction math facts 

Learn how to:
zz enhance students’ understanding of multiplication 

and division through teacher demonstrations and 
the use of manipulatives and models 
zz strengthen students’ strategic use of multiplication 

and division using key attributes of numbers, small 
group activities and hands-on materials 
zz increase student automaticity with math facts 

through repeated practice in a variety of settings: 
whole class, partners, small groups, and individual

Discount Option

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑MMOD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑MAOD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 Buy both PD Resource Kits  above and save $95 | V‑MSOD‑2190 | $495
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Increasing Students’ Math Problem-Solving Skills, Grades 3-6

Using Writing to Enhance Math Learning, Grades 1-6

MATH: Problem Solving / Writing

Using Vocabulary and Writing Strategies to Enhance 
Math Learning, Grades 1-2

Using Writing to Strengthen Your Students’ Understanding 
of Math Concepts and Skills, Grades 3-6

Part I: Developing Core Problem-Solving Strategies

Part II: 
Expanding Students’ Repertoire of Problem-Solving Strategies

In this outstanding PD Resource Kit, teachers demonstrate 
how to engage first and second grade students in 
thinking, talking and writing as integral components 
of primary-level math instruction. Viewers will observe 
and discuss the critical importance of teacher questions, 
models and demonstrations in developing students’ 
mathematical thinking and writing.

Writing becomes an essential tool for processing and 
articulating new mathematical learning for intermediate 
grade students. Viewers will see and discuss students 
thinking, talking and writing about math concepts and 
skills, guided by teaching techniques that can easily be 
incorporated into classroom math programs.

This set of two PD Resource Kits showcases intermediate grade classroom educators 
using practical, hands-on lessons and key instructional techniques for teaching 
problem solving. Both kits demonstrate a rich variety of ways to engage students 
in problem-solving models, hands-on explorations, discussions and writing.

This PD Resource Kit focuses on strengthening students’ 
use of tables, patterns, pictures, and diagrams as 
problem-solving tools. Teachers learn how to enhance 
students’ ability to select the best math operations to 
solve problems.

This PD Resource Kit demonstrates ways to extend 
students’ problem-solving skills to include organized 
lists, logical reasoning and working backward. 
Teachers will also glean strategies for enhancing 
students’ approach to solving math problems.

DISCOUNT OPTION

DISCOUNT OPTION

Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑MWOD‑2190 | $495

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑MW1D‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑MW3D‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑MDOD‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑MROD‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑MW2D‑2190 | $495
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Using Response to Intervention to Enhance Math 
Instruction for Struggling Students, Grades K-6

Response to Intervention: How to Strengthen Your Tier One 
Reading Instruction and Interventions for Struggling 
Readers, Grades K-6

Response to Intervention (RTI)

This PD Resource Kit demonstrates the power of Response to Intervention to increase 
the effectiveness of mathematics instruction and enhance the learning, motivation, 
and confidence of struggling math learners. 

Learn how to:
zz implement a variety of learning configurations to 

optimize Tier One and Tier Two math instruction and 
interventions for struggling students 
zz collect and analyze assessment data to enhance math 

instruction and target interventions
zz develop highly focused Tier Two interventions, monitor 

students’ progress and adjust instruction as needed

Response to Intervention: How to Strengthen Your Tier Two 
Interventions with Struggling Readers, Grades K-6

This PD Resource Kit focuses on practical ways to maximize the achievement of 
struggling readers within Tier One core classroom reading programs. 

Learn how to:
zz optimize Tier One instruction and interventions for 

struggling readers by using a variety of assessments 
and grouping configurations
zz boost the engagement of even passive and 

reluctant learners
zz intervene within whole and small group lessons to 

effectively scaffold students’ reading growth
zz use visual, tactile, and kinesthetic strategies to increase 

struggling students’ literacy skills and concepts

RTI Tier Two interventions supplement core classroom reading instruction and 
accelerate the learning progress of struggling readers. This PD Resource Kit 
demonstrates key attributes of effective Tier Two instruction.

Learn how to:
zz establish Tier Two assessment/intervention cycles, monitor 

students’ progress and adjust instruction as needed
zz maximize the quantity and quality of Tier Two 

interventions without exhausting staff or students
zz increase the positive impact of team meetings on the 

reading growth and achievement of struggling learners

DISCOUNT OPTION

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑RTM‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑XRR1D‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

  PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
V‑XRR2D‑2190 | $295 | Also Available as an On Demand Online Course. See page 33.

Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑XRRD‑2190 | $495
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Using the Response to Intervention Model for Disruptive 
and Difficult Student Behaviors, Grades K-6
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SPECIAL EDUCATION: Inclusion / OT / SLPRTI / School Nurses / Science / World Languages

This PD Resource Kit focuses on how to address all levels of student behavior within a 
well developed, fully implemented school-wide Response to Intervention model.

Learn how to:
zz establish and maintain a comprehensive Tier One  

school-wide behavior plan to proactively meet the 
behavioral needs of most elementary students
zz use proven Tier One intervention strategies to reduce 

conflict and keep moderate misbehaviors from 
spiraling out of control
zz systematically implement targeted Tier Two 

interventions that address more challenging and 
disruptive student behaviors 
zz collect and organize data to facilitate good decision 

making throughout the RTI model

101 Best Strategies for Teaching 
World Languages, Grades 4-12

Help Your Students Master the 
NEXT GENERATION SCIENCE STANDARDS: 
Practical Strategies and the Best, New Tools, 
Grades 6-12

SCHOOL NURSES: Best, Current Practices 
for School Medical Emergencies, Grades K-12

 Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details

 Stock #O‑XN4 | $139

 Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details

 Stock #O‑CNM | $139

 Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details

 Stock #O‑FGK | $139

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  DVD video clips and PD  Resources 
V‑RTB‑2190 | $295

 Also Available as an On Demand Online Course
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Making Inclusion More Successful: Practical Behavior 
Management Strategies for the Classroom, Grades K-6

Practical Classroom Strategies for Making Inclusion  
More Successful, Grades 6-12

SPECIAL EDUCATION: Inclusion / OT / SLP

This PD Resource Kit demonstrates a collection of practical, 
effective strategies that positively impact student behavior 
in inclusive classrooms, Grades K-6.

This PD Resource Kit demonstrates a variety of 
instructional strategies and practice activitites that 
address a wide range of learning needs often found in 
elementary inclusive classrooms

This PD Resource Kit is loaded with sound techniques 
and engaging practices for creating productive, 
highly effective inclusive learning environments at the 
secondary level.

RTI / School Nurses / Science / World Languages

Integrate Your SLP Interventions into 
Classrooms Using Timesaving Strategies 
to Move from a Caseload to a Workload 
Approach, Grades K-12

Timesaving Strategies to Integrate 
Your OT Interventions into Classrooms, 
Grades K-12

Making Inclusion More Successful:  
Practical Classroom Learning Strategies, 
Grades K-6

DISCOUNT OPTION
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 Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details

 Stock #O‑XSO | $139

 Available as an On Demand Online Course 
for individuals or groups. See page 33 for details

 Stock #O‑XOK | $139

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑IBBD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course  
for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources | Stock #V‑IBLD‑2190 | $295

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide,  
DVD video clips and PD resources Stock #V‑XIK‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑IABD‑2190 | $495
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Co-Teaching in Inclusive Classrooms, Grades K-6

SPECIAL EDUCATION: Co-TeachingSPECIAL EDUCATION: Co-Teaching

Part I:Effective Whole Group Structures and Strategies

Part II: Effective Small Group Structures and Strategies

Co-teaching boosts productive learning for students with special needs and provides 
significant academic support to all students in inclusive classrooms. This set of PD 
Resource Kits demonstrates a variety of co-teaching models that are highly effective 
in grades K-6, as well as a wealth of instructional strategies ideal for strengthening 
student engagement and achievement in inclusive settings.

Learn how to:
zz make best use of six classroom proven 

co-teaching structures to directly meet 
instructional and student needs
zz implement an array of practical strategies 

that enhance the learning of students with 
disabilities 
zz more effectively combine the expertise of 

general and special educators to strengthen 
whole group instruction

Learn how to:
zz successfully use four different models of 

small group instruction to increase student 
achievement
zz implement a variety of engaging instructional 

strategies ideally suited to small, flexible 
group settings 
zz directly address the predominant learning 

styles of students with special needs

“This was an excellent program for on‑site professional development. 
The response from teachers was very positive and created beneficial discussion.”

– Carla Blanc, Principal

“The video clips and resource guides are handy for self directed learning for staff or they 
can be used with a group and then used individually for backup after the training.”

– Loyola Garcia, Director of Special Services

Discount Option
 Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑CTBD‑2190 | $495

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑CTB2D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑CTB1D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Using Co-Teaching To Increase Learning for All Students,  
Grades 6-12

SPECIAL EDUCATION: Co-Teaching

Part I: Easy-to-Implement Strategies in Inclusion Classrooms

Part II: Strategies that Maximize the Instructional Impact 
of Inclusion Classrooms

This  set of PD Resource Kits takes viewers inside secondary inclusion classrooms 
where special education and general education teachers are working together to 
improve the performance of all their students, especially students with special needs. 

Learn how to:
zz increase student learning in whole class lessons 

and activities
zz prevent student “drifting” and promote on-task 

behavior
zz facilitate student application of reading, writing 

and study skills in content area classes

Learn how to:
zz use flexible grouping and differentiated 

instruction to boost student learning
zz address specific learning styles and learning 

needs to the benefit of all students
zz make the most of having two teachers in a 

classroom by tapping their creativity and 
instructional skills

“We have found all of the videos exceptional.  We use them 
extensively for professional development.”

– Judy Hobson, Curriculum/Instruction Program Coordinator

“Outstanding ‑ even our  veteran teachers got something from these video clips.”

– Peggy Tharpe, Instructional Coach

Discount Option

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑CT1D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑CT2D‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 Buy both PD Resource Kits above and save $95 | V‑CTKD‑2190 | $495
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Facilitating the Classroom Learning of Students with Asperger 
Syndrome and High-Functioning Autism, Grades K-6

Practical Strategies for Special Education Paraprofessionals 
in Inclusive Classrooms: Increasing Student Learning and 
Independence, Grades K-12

Skilled paraprofessionals play a vital role in supporting the success of students 
with special needs in inclusive classrooms, K-12. This PD Resource Kit is designed to 
provide special education paraprofessionals with an array of strategies that will help 
them promote student learning, foster student independence, and increase positive 
student engagement in general education classrooms.

Learn how to:
zz jump-start student thinking, keep students on 

track and encourage student independence, 
K-12
zz work with modified materials and assignments 

in ways that enhance the learning of students 
with disabilities
zz enhance communication between classroom 

teachers and paraprofessionals

Effective strategies are critical to the achievement of elementary-age students with 
Asperger Syndrome and high-functioning autism. In this PD Resource Kit, educators 
in inclusive classrooms demonstrate practical, innovative ways to successfully 
strengthen the engagement and learning of students on the autism spectrum.

Learn how to:
zz implement highly effective strategies that reduce 

students’ anxiety, promote self-regulation, and 
maximize on-task classroom behavior 
zz incorporate multi-modal techniques into class 

management and instruction to meet the needs of 
students with Asperger’s and high-functioning autism
zz successfully prevent and redirect inappropriate 

behaviors through the use of social stories, 
power cards, T-charts, and more

“The content and strategies were useful as a refresher for 
seasoned teachers and as an introduction for new teachers.”

– Nancy Dowd, Administrator

SPECIAL EDUCATION: Autism / Paraprofessionals

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑XALD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

 PD Resource Kit with comprehensive facilitator’s guide, 
DVD video clips and PD resources 
Stock #V‑XPHD‑2190 | $295

 Also available as an On Demand Online Course  
for individuals or groups. See page 33.
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Strengthening the Executive Function Skills of Students 
with Special Needs, Grades K-12

Practical Strategies for Using Project-Based Learning 
to Enhance your STEM instruction, Grades K-8

SPECIAL EDUCATION: Executive Function; STEM

Executive functions enable students to manage their time and work effort, engage in 
appropriate behaviors, and thrive as learners: critical skills for academic success. This 
PD Resource Kit demonstrates a wealth of strategies and techniques for addressing 
executive function difficulties that prevent students with special needs from being 
prepared and ready learn to across a range of classroom settings, grades K-12.

Learn how to:
zz adapt classroom practices and structures 

that better support students with executive 
functioning difficulties
zz incorporate multi-modal techniques that 

keep students focused, engaged and learning, 
grades K-12
zz boost students’ ability to manage their materials, 

assignments and work efforts
zz implement highly effective strategies that reduce 

students’ anxiety and promote self-regulation 

This course focuses on five core elements essential to successfully implementing PBL 
to enhance STEM in grade K-8 classrooms: planning, launching the lesson, managing 
the middle, integrating assessments, and the final project. The purpose of this course 
is to demonstrate how these core elements provide a framework for implementing 
PBL/STEM across grade levels and content areas.

Learn how to:
zz design PBL/STEM projects that keep students engaged 

and eager to learn throughout the PBL process
zz launch projects that fully involve students in the learning 

process and lead to dynamic learning opportunities
zz create a classroom environment where practice brings 

success and all students can achieve
zz help your students overcome the paralysis of failure and 

learn how to grow from their mistakes

NEW!    Streaming Video with downloadable facilitator’s guide and PD resources

NEW!    Streaming Video with downloadable facilitator’s guide and PD resources

Also available as an
 On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

Also available as an
 On Demand Online Course for individuals or groups. See page 33.

1 year subscription $145 | Stock #1‑XFP‑2190 • 3 year subscription $245 | Stock #3‑XFP‑2190

PD Resource Kit available in two formats:

 DVD video with printed facilitator’s guide and PD resources 
Stock #V‑VXFP‑2190 | $295

1 year subscription $145 | Stock #1‑CSB‑2190 • 3 year subscription $245 | Stock #3‑CSB‑2190

PD Resource Kit available in two formats:

 DVD video with printed facilitator’s guide and PD resources 
Stock #V‑CSB‑2190 | $295
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Unique National Train-the-Trainer Institutes

Strengthen student success in your school or district by developing your 
own PD trainers on a range of topics, including: 

• Behavior/Trauma
• Co-Teaching
• Helping Struggling Readers
• Next Generation Science Standards
• Special Education Paraprofessionals
• STEM

NEW!

Choose from a variety of formats at www.ber.org:

All events are presented by BER National Presenters who consistently earn outstanding 
evaluations. The emphasis is on highly practical strategies that can be immediately 
implemented in classrooms to enhance student success.

BER PD Events are presented in more than 100 cities across the United States 
and Canada. To see PD Events coming to your area please visit: 

www.ber.org

BER has such confidence in its outstanding national presenters  
that all PD programs are guaranteed. If an attendee is not satisfied  

with an event, a 100% refund will be provided.

• Seminars

• Conferences

• Train-the-Trainer Institutes

PD EVENTS

See all PD Events at www.ber.org

Unique Two Day Conferences

Highly focused, extremely practical conferences are offered on 
a range of topics, including:

• Co-Teaching
• Grades 1-2
• Grades 3-4
• Growth Mindset, 

Grit, Perseverance
• Guided Math

NEW!

• Kindergarten
• Next Generation 

Science Standards
• Occupational Therapy
• Physical Education
• Speech Language Therapy

• STEM
• Struggling Readers
• World Language 

Instruction
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• Widest range of topics of any PD provider
• Outstanding, proven BER national presenters and consultants
• Research-based programs filled with practical strategies
• Convenient training at the location and on the date of your choice
• Extensive resource handbook for each participant
• BER will make it easy for you to offer highly effective, results-oriented PD
• 100% Satisfaction Guarantee

BER has earned a reputation for high-quality programs featuring outstanding 
national presenters. You can bring these same high-quality one-day and multi-day 
PD programs to your school or district. 

Our On-Site PD programs are staffed by the same outstanding, 
proven presenters who present nationally with BER.

• Consistently earn outstanding evaluations
• Focus on practical strategies
• Have current classroom experience
• Are knowledgeable about research-based strategies
• Are skilled in linking their training to your school or district goals and standards
• Are proven presenters – knowledgeable, motivational and inspirational

We have so much confidence in our presenters that we guarantee their work.

Bring a BER Seminar or Multi-Day Program Directly 
to Your School or District!
Choose from hundreds of outstanding BER national presenters 
and PD programs that can be brought to your location in a 
cost-effective way. Our On-Site PD Specialists will make it easy 
to coordinate your preferred topic and presenter with the 
dates of your choice.

We guarantee your full satisfaction with BER from the time 
you contact us to the day of your training.

Why Choose BER On-Site PD?

All BER National Presenters:

Contact Us For A Free Quote: 1-877-857-8964

We make it easy:
• You’ll find everything you need to get started on our website, www.ber.org/onsite. 

You may browse all of our course offerings and when you find one that best meets 
your needs, simply fill out our On-Site PD inquiry form and submit it online, or feel 
free to call us toll-free at (877) 857-8964.  

      Many new topics have recently been added. See www.ber.org/onsite
• One of our On-Site PD Specialists will work with you to arrange the program 

of your choice or recommend a presenter who best meets your needs.

• We’ll send you a free quote that is all-inclusive. Our quotes include the presenter’s 
stipend, a resource handbook for each participant and all travel expenses. 

• If the quote is acceptable, we’ll make all the arrangements and bring an 
outstanding program to your site.

NEW
!

ON-SITE PDPD EVENTS

For a free On-Site PD quote, call 1-877-857-8964
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To see all available courses and to enroll,  
visit: www.ber.org/online

For group pricing options, visit  
www.ber.org/online/groupdiscounts

See All Online PD Courses at www.ber.org/online

Video Clips of Model Strategies in Action

• Online PD courses are centered on video clips showing 
model strategies in action so your teachers will be able to see, 
not just read about outstanding model strategies.

• Video clips are easily re-watched as many times as needed 
to fully understand strategies

Ideal for:

• Individuals
 Individuals can work at their own pace and create a personal action plan outlining how 

they plan to implement the strategies in their own classrooms. Optional graduate level 
professional development credits are available.

• Small groups
 Teacher teams, grade level groups, departments, and professional learning 

communities find these outstanding courses ideal in pursuing their PD goals. 
Viewing the video clips of model strategies and reading the supporting documents, 
then discussing and developing action plans can stimulate new learning and 
implementation of enhanced practices. Group discounts are available. 

• Large groups
 Entire school departments, school staffs, and district staffs can use these outstanding 

PD courses to inform and enhance current practices. The videos of model strategies 
and the development and implementation of group action plans result in enhanced 
outcomes for students. Group discounts are available.

NEW!

BER Offers Unique On Demand Video-Based PD Courses
BER offers high quality online PD courses ideal for individual and group enrollments. 
Choose from dozens of options at www.ber.org/online 

• Start on any date
• Self-directed; registrants work at their own pace
• View video clips of model strategies in action
• Access supporting print resources
• Complete an optional action plan detailing how 

the strategies will be implemented
• Outstanding participant evaluations

Practical and Easy to Access

Many NEW PD courses have recently been added
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100% 
GUARANTEED
We stand behind the 
high quality of our 
programs. Within 
60 days of receiving 
your order, if you are 
not satisfied with any 
product, return it in its 
original condition to 
obtain a full refund, less 
shipping charges.

© 2018 Bureau of Education & Research 

Qty. Stock # Title or Description Unit Price Total

Subtotal

Shipping &  
Handling

US delivery: for orders 
 under $200 add $9;  

over $200 add 5%
CANADA delivery:  

add 12%
Outside US/ 

CANADA delivery:  
Standard US Shipping  

plus additional $30  
for each item

Sales Tax
For delivery to  

WA State  
add 10% sales tax

FINAL 
TOTAL 

zShip to (please print clearly)

zBill to (please print clearly)

zPayment Method  
(payment or purchase order must be included to process order)

zOrder must include Stock# and Ship to name to process order.  
All prices listed in US funds. (please print clearly)

Institution 

Street Address 

City  State/Province  Zip/Postal Code 

Daytime Phone ( ) 

Name (REQUIRED)

Position Grade Level

E-mail Address (REQUIRED)

Institution 

Street Address 

City  State  Zip Code 

School Phone Number ( )

Charge my: z zz zz
  

Account Number Expiration Date

  
Name as it appears on credit card (Please print)

 
Signature (Required for credit card purchases)

zA check is attached payable to:  
Bureau of Education & Research (Payable in U.S. funds only)

zA purchase order is attached P.O.#  
(Be sure to include stock # on the P.O.)

Call toll free: 
1-800-735-3503

Mail to: 
Bureau of Education & Research

915 118th Ave. S.E. • P.O. Box 96068  
Bellevue, WA 98009-9668

U.S.A.

FAX to: 
1-425-453-1134

Order Online: 
www.ber.org

Bureau of Education & Research

WCAT8F1-2190
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